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Abstract— Previously, we proposed a broadband fifth-
generation (5G) control/user (C/U)-plane decoupled hetero-
geneous railway wireless system to meet the exponentially
increasing capacity demands in railway. Nevertheless, service
interruptions due to the handovers in overlapping registration
areas are still challenging in railway wireless systems. How to
achieve soft and fast handovers to overcome these challenges
attracts intensive attention finally. In this paper, we propose
a novel network architecture for 5G C/U-plane decoupled het-
erogeneous railway wireless systems to physically separate and
stagger the C-plane and U-plane handovers. During the C-plane
handover process that occurs between the macro-cells, the U-
plane is always kept connected without any handover, which
achieves non-interruptible soft handover. Moreover, since there
are no handovers in the U-plane, the handover procedure is sig-
nificantly simplified, thereby accelerating the handover process.
Similarly, during the U-plane handover process, which happens
between the small cells, the C-plane is kept connected all the
time, saving the otherwise intensive C-plane handover signaling.
Besides, the coordinated multi-point transmission and reception
(CoMP) and bi-casting technologies are applied to establish the
target U-plane connection ahead of cutting off the old one, so that
no interruption occurs during the U-plane handover process.
This paper demonstrates that the proposed handover schemes
can greatly improve the handover performance.

Index Terms— 5G, C/U-plane, network architecture, handover,
railway wireless systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, owing to the stronger transportation capa-
bility, lower energy consumption, less environment pol-

lution and higher safety, the railway industry is ushering in
a period of rapid development. With the vigorous growth of
train transportation volume, exponentially increasing wireless
services generated by passengers will occupy a high share
in mobile communication markets in the future, which has
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catalyzed the study of next generation railway wireless systems
to meet the wireless capacity demands on trains [1]–[3].
Because of explicit limitations on interference level and cov-
erage which enable dependable service quality and efficient
mobility support, lower frequency bands are usually the first
choice for operators. Nevertheless, with the rapid development
of wireless communications, these spectra have already been
fully utilized. In public mobile networks, to meet the exponen-
tially increasing capacity demands, the fifth-generation (5G)
cellular systems would exploit higher frequency bands, includ-
ing frequency bands higher than 5GHz, up to 300GHz, to gain
broader spectra [4]–[6]. Unfortunately, the severer propaga-
tion loss of these bands heavily limits the signal coverage,
which causes more frequent handovers or access failures. The
subsequently generated signaling traffic is a huge burden for
networks and user equipments (UEs) [7]. To increase the
system capacity while mitigating network access signaling,
the control/user (C/U)-plane decoupled architecture (details
will be presented in Section II) may be a potential solution
[8].

In our previous work [9]–[12], based on the evolution
tendency of wireless communications for high-speed rail-
way, we have started the research on C/U-plane decoupled
heterogeneous railway wireless systems aiming at improv-
ing the train-ground wireless communication performance for
future high-speed railway, such as Chinese high-speed railway.
In [9] and [10], we investigate the design considerations of
C/U-plane decoupled heterogeneous railway wireless systems
and redesign the channel mappings and physical layer frames
for this system. In [11], we propose a novel collaborative
hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) scheme to reduce the
retransmission latency of this system. And in [12], we present
a dual-scheduler scheme to improve the resource utilization
for this system. In this paper, to realize soft and fast handover,
we propose a novel network architecture for C/U-plane decou-
pled heterogeneous railway wireless systems to physically sep-
arate and stagger the C-plane and U-plane handovers. In such
networks, to address the large penetration loss and group
handover signaling storm, a wireless access point (AP) and an
onboard mobile relay (MR) are configured on the roofs inside
and outside the train, respectively [5], [13]. Train passengers’
equipments inside the train firstly access the AP and then
their services are forwarded to wayside eNodeBs (eNBs) via
the MR. According to [13], the links between the MR and
wayside eNBs are the primary capacity bottleneck. Hence,
the C/U-plane decoupled architecture is applied to these links
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and then the whole train can be regarded as a single user. In 5G
C/U-plane decoupled heterogeneous railway wireless systems,
to increase the capacity, the C-plane and U-plane of services
are decoupled and distributed to different frequency bands.
To enable reliable transmission and efficient mobility support,
the relatively critical C-plane is kept at existing high-quality
lower frequency bands in macro cells. To gain broader spectra,
the corresponding U-plane, which is the data carrier thereby
demanding more capacity, is moved to small cells operating at
higher frequency bands. According to [14], macro cells usually
have a coverage distance of about several kilometers, while
small cells range around hundreds of meters. It should be
noted that to facilitate the understanding we take the popular
long term evolution (LTE) network as a baseline to analyze
the proposed schemes of this paper.

Generally speaking, there are two types of handovers,
i.e., the hard handover and the soft handover. In the hard han-
dover, before a UE establishes a new U-plane connection with
a target eNB (T-eNB), the old U-plane connection with the
source eNB (S-eNB) is disconnected, which causes a transient
interruption. While for the soft handover, the U-plane connec-
tion with the T-eNB is established before disconnecting with
the old one. Currently, due to the implementation simplicity,
only hard handover is supported in LTE networks [15]. Under
high-speed mobility environments, more frequent handovers
will be triggered. The consequently increasing interruptions
will severely impact the quality of service (QoS). Moreover,
in railway scenarios, a high-speed train passes through the
overlapping area so fast that the handover procedure perhaps
cannot be completed timely, resulting in frequent handover
failures [16]. Hence, for railway wireless systems, soft and
fast handover schemes are urgently needed to deal with such
challenges.

In 5G C/U-plane decoupled heterogeneous railway wireless
systems, the C-plane and U-plane are inherently separated
into different physical nodes for transmissions. Based on
this observation, to develop efficient soft and fast handover
mechanisms, we propose a novel network architecture to
physically separate and stagger the C-plane and U-plane han-
dovers. Under this network architecture, the C-plane handover
takes place between two adjacent macro cells, which is also
called the inter-macro-cell handover. The U-plane handover
is triggered in the overlapping area of two adjacent small
cells, which is also called the inter-small-cell handover. Based
on [17], the general overlapping area distance of macro cells
in railway scenarios is also about hundreds of meters with
a comparative size as that of the coverage of small cells.
Therefore, it is reasonable to elaborately deploy a small cell
in overlapping areas of macro cells. In this way, the inter-
macro-cell and inter-small-cell overlapping areas are staggered
which makes it possible to physically separate and stagger
the C-plane and U-plane handovers. During the whole inter-
macro-cell (C-plane) handover process, because of the elabo-
rately deployed small cell in the inter-macro-cell overlapping
area, the U-plane can be always kept connected without
any handover. Subsequently, no communication interruption
occurs at all. Moreover, without the need to hand over the
U-plane, the handover procedure is simplified and less time is

required to complete the handover procedure, which achieves
fast handover in the C-plane.

Similarly, thanks to the elaborately staggered inter-macro-
cell and inter-small-cell overlapping areas under this novel
network architecture, during the inter-small-cell handover
process, the C-plane is kept connected all the time without any
handover. The otherwise intensive C-plane handover signaling
is saved and the fast handover is achieved. With the C-plane
kept connected, the inter-small-cell handover is equivalent to
the conventional simple intra-eNB handover. To realize soft
handover in the U-plane, a coordinated multi-point trans-
mission and reception (CoMP) and Bi-casting based inter-
small-cell handover scheme is designed. Before the handover,
the serving gateway (SGW) dually casts the same U-plane data
to these two adjacent small cells, which is called Bi-casting.
Then, through CoMP, the two small cells simultaneously
transmit these U-plane data to the MR. In this way, the new
U-plane connection with the target small cell (T-small-cell) is
established in advance and the communication interruption is
avoided in the following handover process. Generally, during
the joint transmission of CoMP, the coordinating eNB just
transmits the U-plane data at the same time-frequency resource
as that of the serving eNB, and the UE only receives the
C-plane signaling from the serving eNB [18]. However, in con-
ventional networks, the C-plane signaling and U-plane data are
mixed up in the physical layer frame, intensive X2 signaling
between the coordinating and serving eNBs is required so that
these two eNBs can exactly align their transmission resources.
Obviously, the conventional C/U-plane coupled architecture
severely affects the flexibility of CoMP. This issue is fortu-
nately avoided in the 5G C/U-plane decoupled heterogeneous
railway wireless system. Since the U-plane is completely
separated from the C-plane and moved to another frequency
bands, it is much easier for the coordinating and serving eNBs
to precisely align their U-plane transmission resources.

Based on the above descriptions, we can find that there will
be more than one base stations simultaneously serving a MR
in the 5G C/U-plane decoupled heterogenous railway wireless
system. According to [19], the cross-correlated shadow fading
model can be employed for theoretical analyses in such
networks. In this paper, we use three performance metrics to
evaluate the performance of the proposed C/U-plane staggered
handover schemes, which are described below:

- Communication outage probability: defined as the joint
outage probability of the C-plane and U-plane, which
depends on both the received C-plane and U-plane sig-
nal quality. If either of them is lower than the outage
threshold, the communication outage will happen. In this
paper, this metric is used to depict the data transmission
performance during handovers.

- U-plane channel capacity: defined as the U-plane data
carrying capability. As the signaling on the C-plane is
used to control the U-plane data transmission but con-
tains no substantial content, for simplicity the C-plane
signaling carrying capability is not considered in this
paper. Nevertheless, it should be noted that C-plane
capacity is also an important factor that limits the network
performance. In [10], we have studied the bandwidth
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matching problem between the C-plane and the U-plane.
The analysis results show that with lower frequency bands
totally allocated to the C-plane, a high C-plane capacity
can be achieved.

- Handover success probability: defined as the probability
that the actual handover, no matter whether it is in
C-plane or in U-plane, is successful. For instance, in the
conventional LTE-based handover scheme, the U-plane is
totally interrupted during the whole handover execution
phase. After the C-plane is handed over to the T-eNB,
the U-plane is rebuilt. From the perspective of the air
interface signaling, the conventional LTE-based handover
is equivalent to the C-plane handover. Hence, the han-
dover success probability of the conventional LTE-based
handover scheme depends on the C-plane signal quality.
Based on this observation, we can find that handover
success probability and communication outage probabil-
ity are two quite different metrics. As aforementioned,
communication outage probability can better reflect the
data transmission performance. Unlike handover success
probability, communication outage probability depends
on both the C-plane and the U-plane signal qualities.
Only when both the C-plane control signaling data and
the U-plane user data are all correctly received, can the
communication be identified as connected.

In the proposed inter-small-cell handover scheme (U-plane
handover, the expressions of “inter-small-cell handover” and
“U-plane handover” are used interchangeably in this paper),
the CoMP and Bi-casting technologies enable the MR to
simultaneously keep two U-plane connections. The con-
sequently enhanced U-plane signal quality improves the
U-plane channel capacity and the handover success proba-
bility. Besides, under the novel network architecture where
the inter-macro-cell and inter-small-cell overlapping areas are
elaborately staggered, the inter-small-cell overlapping area
corresponds to the interior areas of macro cells. The received
C-plane signal is also of high quality, which greatly reduces
the communication outage probability.

In this elaborately designed network architecture, to phys-
ically separate and stagger the C-plane and U-plane han-
dovers, a small cell that manages the U-plane is deployed
in the overlapping area of two adjacent macro cells. Hence,
in the proposed inter-macro-cell handover scheme (C-plane
handover, the expressions of “inter-macro-cell handover” and
“C-plane handover” are used interchangeably in this paper),
the received U-plane signal is of high quality, thereby reduc-
ing the communication outage probability and enhancing the
U-plane channel capacity. From the perspective of the signal
quality, the proposed inter-macro-cell handover scheme attains
the same handover success probability as that of the conven-
tional LTE-based handover scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
overviews the conventional LTE-based handover scheme.
Section III describes the proposed C/U-plane staggered han-
dover schemes in detail. Section IV presents the used channel
models. Section V gives the theoretical performance evaluation
of different handover schemes. Section VI illustrates the
numerical simulation results. Finally, Section VII concludes

Fig. 1. Upper layer decoupled C-plane and U-plane flows in conventional
LTE networks.

the paper.

II. CONVENTIONAL LTE-BASED HANDOVER SCHEME

A. Upper Layer Decoupled LTE Networks

In LTE networks, there are two planes established between
the accessing UE and the serving eNB, i.e., the C-plane and
U-plane. As shown in Fig. 1, one of the most important design
principles in LTE networks is to split design space into C-plane
and U-plane in upper layers [20]. Through totally different
upper stack protocols, the user dedicated data are transmitted
on the U-plane from or to the SGW, while the control signaling
designed for network access is transmitted on the C-plane
from or to the mobility management entity (MME). Never-
theless, as shown in Fig. 1, in conventional LTE networks,
the upper layer decoupled C-plane and U-plane still share
the same lower stack protocols. That is, they still share the
same physical network node for transmissions. To increase the
system capacity while guaranteeing the mobility performance
and transmission reliability, the further physically decoupling
architecture is needed. Hence, in the C/U-plane decoupled
architecture, according to the diverse requirements of the
C-plane and U-plane, they are decoupled and distributed to
different network nodes operating at different frequency bands
that can meet their requirements.

B. Hard Handover Scheme in Conventional LTE Networks

In conventional LTE networks, only the hard handover
scheme is supported. once a handover is triggered, the U-plane
connection with an S-eNB will be cut off. After the new
C-plane connection with the T-eNB is established, a new
U-plane connection with the T-eNB will be rebuilt. Obviously,
because of the upper-layer decoupled C-plane and U-plane
design principle, the C-plane and U-plane handovers are func-
tionally separated in conventional LTE networks. Nevertheless,
as the C-plane and U-plane are still physically coupled in
this network, the C-plane and U-plane handovers concurrently
take place in the same physical node. The detailed LTE-based
handover procedure is depicted in Fig. 2 [21]. Generally,
the hard handover process consists of three operational phases,
i.e., the handover preparation phase, the handover execution
phase and the handover completion phase.
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Fig. 2. Signaling procedure of the conventional LTE-based handover scheme.

In Fig. 2, the steps 1∼6 take place in the handover prepa-
ration phase. Based on the measurement reports from a UE,
the S-eNB decides whether or not to hand over the UE to
the T-eNB. It is notable that in linearly deployed railway
wireless systems, based on the moving direction of a train,
the T-eNB is supposed to know in advance. If the handover is
successfully triggered, a handover request message will be sent
to the T-eNB to pass necessary information for the handover
resource preparation in the T-eNB. If the available resources
in the T-eNB cannot afford all bearers of the UE, some bearers
will be rejected during the admission control process. Finally,
the admission results carried by the acknowledgement message
are sent to the S-eNB.

When the UE receives the handover command message
from the S-eNB, the handover procedure gets into the handover
execution phase, in which the U-plane is totally interrupted
and almost all air interface signaling is used to establish the
new C-plane connection with the T-eNB. Through the non-
contention random access procedure (it should be noted that
the non-contention based part of random access is usually used
in handover [22]), the UE attempts to access and synchronize
to the T-eNB. If it succeeds, a handover confirmation message
will be sent to the T-eNB, which implies that the new C-plane
connection with the T-eNB is established. As a part of the
handover execution phase, the remaining downlink U-plane
data of the S-eNB are forwarded to the T-eNB. Usually,
the forwarding process can be concurrently finished during the
handover signaling procedure. Hence, the time consumption of
forwarding is not included in the total time consumption of the
handover execution phase. According to [22], the minimum

total time consumption, including the time consumption of
synchronization and signaling processing, is 25ms.

The U-plane rebuilding is performed in the following han-
dover completion phase which corresponds to the steps 17∼21.
Since the UE moves to a new cell, its U-plane path needs to
be updated. After the path switch process, the UE context in
the S-eNB is released and the new U-plane connection with
the T-eNB is established. According to [22], the minimum
time consumption of this phase is about 35ms. Based on
the above analysis, we observe that during the whole hard
handover process of conventional LTE networks, the U-plane
is interrupted for at least 60ms, which severely impacts the
quality of experience (QoE) of a user. Even worse, under
high-speed mobility environments, frequent handovers result
in frequent interruption and further degrade the service quality.
Suppose the moving speed of a train is 360km/h, and the
coverage radius of the eNB is 2km. The time spent by the train
passing through a cell is approximately 40s. If the average call
holding time is 2min, then four handovers will be triggered,
that is, four interruptions will occur during this call. Such
frequent interruptions seriously degrade the QoE of a user.

As alluded earlier, in LTE networks, the C-plane and
U-plane are upper layer decoupled. From the above analysis
of the LTE-based handover procedure, we observe that the
U-plane and C-plane handovers are functionally separated.
In the handover execution phase, the U-plane is cut off and
almost all the signaling is used for the C-plane handover. After
the new C-plane is established, the U-plane will be rebuilt
in the following handover completion phase. Hence, from
the perspective of the air interface signaling, the whole
handover execution phase is equivalent to the C-plane han-
dover. Based on this observation, to realize soft and fast han-
dovers, a novel network architecture is proposed to physically
separate and stagger the C-plane and U-plane handovers for the
5G C/U-plane decoupled heterogeneous railway wireless sys-
tems in the following section.

III. C/U-PLANE STAGGERED HANDOVER SCHEMES

A. 5G C/U-Plane Decoupled Heterogeneous
Railway Wireless Systems

In our previous works, we proposed a C/U-plane decou-
pled heterogeneous railway wireless network architecture to
meet the tremendously increasing capacity demands in rail-
way [9]–[12]. The detailed network architecture is depicted
in Fig. 3. To provide a dependable connection for train
passengers, a wireless AP and an onboard MR are configured
on the roofs inside and outside the train, respectively. Firstly,
train passengers’ equipments connect to the AP and then
their services are forwarded to wayside eNBs via the MR.
In this paper, we focus on the links between the MR and
wayside eNBs and the whole train is regarded as a single user,
i.e., the MR. To gain broader spectra, the U-plane of passen-
gers’ services (converged in the MR), which demands more
capacity, is moved to small cells operating at higher frequency
bands. To enable efficient mobility support, the relatively more
important C-plane is kept in macro cells operating at high-
quality lower frequency bands. More precisely, some low-rate
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Fig. 3. The 5G C/U-plane decoupled heterogeneous railway wireless system.
Case 1 is the Bi-casing and CoMP based inter-small-cell handover scenario
and Case 2 is the inter-macro-cell handover scenario.

services with strict requirements for transmission reliability,
e.g., the train control information, can be entirely distributed
to macro cells without decoupling. In the future train control
systems, more real-time monitoring equipments to ensure the
train operational safety will be employed, which will generate
more data to transmit between the train and wayside eNBs.
To fulfill these capacity demands, less critical data can also
be transmitted with the U-plane moved to higher frequency
bands just as the passengers’ services. Since small cells are
only responsible for the U-plane, they are just connected
to the SGW while not to the MME as shown in Fig. 3.
The control signaling for managing small cells is handled
by macro cells via interface X3. In order to provide some
low-rate services that have strict requirements for transmission
reliability, in addition to the MME, macro cells can also be
connected to the SGW.

B. The Proposed C/U-Plane Staggered Handover Schemes

In this section, based on the 5G C/U-plane decoupled
heterogeneous railway wireless system, we propose a novel
network architecture to physically separate and stagger the
C-plane and U-plane handovers which has been shown
in Fig. 3 with Case 1 and Case 2 respectively illustrating
the Bi-casing and CoMP based inter-small-cell handover sce-
nario and the inter-macro-cell handover scenario. As depicted
in Fig. 3 (to facilitate the understanding, three small cells are
deployed within a macro cell in Fig. 3. For theoretical analyses
in Section V, the number of small cells within a macro cell
will be expanded to a general case.), a small cell providing the
U-plane is elaborately deployed in the overlapping area of two
adjacent macro cells. Then, the cell edge of the C-plane is no
longer the cell edge of the U-plane. During the inter-macro-
cell (C-plane) handover process, the U-plane can always be
kept connected without any handover. Consequently, there
is no U-plane interruption in the proposed inter-macro-cell
handover. On the other hand, under this novel network archi-
tecture, the overlapping areas of any two adjacent small cells
correspond to the interior areas of macro cells. Hence, during
the inter-small-cell (U-plane) handover process, the C-plane
can be kept connected all the time without any handover. With
the connected C-plane, the U-plane handover is equivalently
simplified to the conventional intra-eNB handover. As a result,
based on the above design, the C-plane and U-plane handovers
are completely separated. To avoid the U-plane interruption,
a CoMP and Bi-casting based soft inter-small-cell handover
scheme is used. Before entering a inter-small-cell overlapping

Fig. 4. Signaling procedure designed for the CoMP and B-casting based
inter-small-cell (U-plane) handover scheme.

area, if the MR measures the received U-plane signal quality
from the source small cell (S-small-cell) is lower than the
preset threshold �CoM P , CoMP and Bi-casting will be trig-
gered. The two adjacent small cells begin to simultaneously
transmit the same U-plane data to the MR. When the MR gets
into the overlapping area, it can receive two U-plane signals
from both of the S-small-cell and T-small-cell. With the early
established U-plane connection to the T-small-cell, no U-plane
interruption occurs during the inter-small-cell handover.

Accordingly, the signaling procedure of the proposed inter-
small-cell handover scheme is designed as shown in Fig. 4.
As discussed above, during the inter-small-cell handover,
the C-plane is always kept connected without any han-
dover. The whole CoMP and Bi-casting based U-plane han-
dover process is divided into three operational phases, i.e., the
CoMP and Bi-casting triggering phase, the U-plane handover
phase and the CoMP and Bi-casting exit phase.

Considering the limited overlapping area problem under
high-speed railway scenarios, by giving �CoM P a value larger
than that of the signal quality in the overlapping area, CoMP
and Bi-casting will be triggered early before the train enters
the overlapping area. It should be noted that in the C/U-plane
decoupled architecture, only macro cells have the control
ability. All control signaling is transmitted or forwarded via
macro cells. In the CoMP and Bi-casting triggering phase,
if the MR reports that the received U-plane signal quality
from the S-small-cell is lower than �CoM P , the macro cell (as
the C-plane and U-plane handover scenarios are both depicted
in Fig. 3, here the macro cell corresponds to the S-macro-cell
in Fig.3) will inform the T-small-cell to activate CoMP. Upon
receiving the CoMP Req ACK message from the T-small-cell,
the macro cell asks the SGW to bi-cast the U-plane data both to
the S-small-cell and T-small-cell. Then, an additional U-plane
connection with the T-small-cell is established.

As the train enters the overlapping area and the received
U-plane signal quality from the S-small-cell continuously
decreases, the U-plane handover phase is activated. With
the early established U-plane connection to the T-small-cell,
no interruption occurs in the proposed inter-small-cell han-
dover scheme, thus achieving the soft handover. Since in this
scheme the C-plane is always connected without any han-
dover, the otherwise intensive C-plane signaling, such as the
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RRC rebuilding and non-contention random access signaling,
is saved. Compared with the conventional LTE-based handover
procedure in Fig. 2, the handover procedure of the proposed
scheme in Fig. 4 is greatly simplified, facilitating the handover
process.

As the train gets out of the overlapping area and runs
towards the T-small-cell, the received signal quality from
the T-small-cell gets increasingly better. If it is higher
than �CoM P , CoMP and Bi-casting are terminated. Similar
with the first phase, the CoMP and Bi-casting exit phase
doesn’t occur in the overlapping area but after running out
of it. Generally, the signal quality is measured through the
reference signals (RSs). Although in the overlapping area
the S-small-cell and T-small-cell use the same time-frequency
resources to simultaneously transmit U-plane data for the MR,
with orthogonal RSs employed in the two cells, their signal
quality can still be separately measured. However, this is out
of the scope of this paper.

Under this novel network architecture, a small cell providing
the U-plane is elaborately deployed in the overlapping area
of two adjacent macro cells. As a result, in the proposed
inter-macro-cell (C-plane) handover scheme, the U-plane is
kept connected all the time without any handover, thus
achieving the soft handover. Accordingly, the inter-macro-cell
handover signaling procedure is designed as shown in Fig. 5.
If the measurement results meet the handover condition
(e.g., the received signal quality from the T-macro-cell is
hdB higher than that from the S-macro-cell), the C-plane
handover will be triggered. With the connected U-plane,
the admission control process in the conventional LTE-based
handover scheme is saved, which also avoids the handover
failure due to the lack of resources in the T-eNB. Similar to the
conventional LTE-based handover procedure in Fig. 2, the MR
needs to access and synchronize to the T-macro-cell through
the non-contention random access process. Nevertheless, due
to the connected U-plane, the downlink data forwarding and
the U-plane path switch processes are saved. Hence, compared
with Fig. 2, the handover procedure of the proposed inter-
macro-cell handover scheme in Fig. 5 is greatly simplified,
achieving fast handover.

Small-cell-based data offloading has been a non-
controversial approach to enhance the capacity for future
5G wireless systems. Without the C/U-plane decoupled
network architecture and the proposed handover schemes,
the conventional LTE-based hard handover scheme may still
be used for inter-small-cell and inter-macro-cell handovers,
which will heavily degrade the system performance due to
more frequent handovers and the subsequently aggravated
signaling overhead especially for high-speed railway scenarios.
Nevertheless, as described above, with the proposed handover
schemes under the 5G C/U-plane decoupled heterogenous
railway wireless system, the inter-small-cell and inter-macro-
cell handover procedures are both greatly simplified, thereby
mitigating the above problems.

For clarity, the time consumption of different handover
schemes is summarized and compared as listed in TABLE I.
To simplify the analysis, the time consumption of common
signaling, e.g., the signaling of measurement control and

Fig. 5. Signaling procedure designed for the proposed inter-macro-
cell (C-plane) handover scheme.

measurement report, is not considered. Besides, HARQ
retransmissions of signalling in [22] are also not considered.
As aforementioned, the downlink data forwarding of the
conventional LTE-based handover scheme can be concurrently
completed during the handover signaling procedure. Hence,
in TABLE I, the time consumption of items 4∼5 is not added
in the total time consumption. In the inter-small-cell handover
scheme, since the CoMP and Bi-casting triggering and exit
phases do not take place in the overlapping area, and their time
consumption cannot aggravate the limited overlapping area
problem, thereby not included in the total time consumption
calculation. Compared with the conventional LTE-based han-
dover scheme, over 87.2% time is saved in the proposed inter-
small-cell handover scheme, and over 56.4% time is saved
in the proposed inter-macro-cell handover scheme. Obviously,
the proposed schemes greatly accelerate the handover proce-
dure, thereby mitigating the limited overlapping area problem
in railway scenarios.

IV. WIRELESS CHANNEL MODELS

A. SIR Model

Without loss of generality, let the signal propagation dis-
tance be x , the received signal power can be expressed as [23]

Pr (x)[d Bm] = Pt − P L(x) − ε (1)

where Pt denotes the eNB transmit power in dBm. ε is
the shadow fading, generally modeled as a Gaussian random
variable with mean zero and standard deviation σ , i.e., ε ∼
N

(
0, σ 2

)
[23]. P L(x) represents the large-scale path loss

in dB. Practically, for different frequency bands, P L(x) is
evaluated by different path loss models. In this paper, the large-
scale path losses in higher and lower frequency bands are
denoted by P Ls(x) and P Lm(x), respectively.

Based on the field test results in [24], co-channel interfer-
ence has much more significant impact on the transmission
reliability than noise for railway wireless systems. Conse-
quently, for simplicity noise is neglected in following analyses.
Suppose NeN B eNBs reuse the same frequency band, the
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TABLE I

TIME CONSUMPTION COMPARISONS /ms

co-channel interference is given by

I [d Bm] = 10 lg

⎛

⎝
NeN B∑

n=1

10(Pt−P Ln)/10

⎞

⎠ (2)

where P Ln is the large-scale path loss experienced by the
interference signal stemming from the nth co-channel eNB.
Besides, to simplify the following theoretical analysis, shad-
owing fading is not considered in interference signals. Then,
the received signal quality can be computed in the signal to
interference ratio (SIR) form as

SI R(x)[d B] = Pr (x) − I (3)

B. Cross-Correlated Shadow Fading Model

Shadow fading is a large-scale phenomenon which
depends on surrounding communication environments. In the
5G C/U-plane decoupled heterogeneous railway wireless sys-
tem, the macro cell (providing the C-plane) and small cell
(providing the U-plane) deployed at different locations simul-
taneously serve the same train. According to [19], there are
some common components between the propagation paths of
macro and small cell signals, especially for the area near the
train. As a consequence, the shadow fading of macro and
small cells are cross-correlated. Based on [25], the cross-
correlation of shadow fading can be explained by a partial
overlap WO of the large-scale propagation medium as shown
in Fig. 6. The non-overlapping propagation areas WN are
considered independent. In the subsequent section, the cross-
correlated shadow fading model will be frequently used.
To avoid repetitive derivations, the unified results are given
here. For different cases, it only needs to change the values of
necessary parameters to get the corresponding model results.

Fig. 6. Cross-correlated shadow fading.

According to [25] and [26], the shadow fading can be
decomposed as

εi = WO + WN,i (4)

where WO and WN,i are independent Gaussian random vari-
ables with zero mean and standard deviations σWO and σWN,i ,
respectively. They satisfy

σi
2 = σWO

2 + σWN,i
2

E[εiε j ] = σWO
2 = ρi, j σiσ j (5)

According to [27], the cross-correlation coefficient of
shadow fading can be modeled as

ρi, j = ρ j,i =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

√
min

(
xi , x j

)

max
(
xi , x j

) , 0 ≤ �i, j ≤ �T

(
�T

�i, j

)γ √
min(xi ,x j)
max(xi ,x j)

, �T < �i, j ≤ π

(6)

where γ is referred to as a parameter determined by the
size and height of terrain and the height of base station, and
is generally set to 0.3 [27]. �T corresponds to the angle
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threshold, defined as

�T = 2 arctan

(
dcor

2 min
(
xi , x j

)

)

(7)

where dcor is the serial de-correlation distance with value
between 50m and 200m for suburban areas [28]. �i, j in (6) is
the angle between the propagation paths of two eNB signals
as shown in Fig. 6, which can be derived as

�i, j = arccos

(
xi

2 + x j
2 − xsep,i, j

2

2xi x j

)
(8)

Then, taking (8) into (6), we can obtain ρi, j . With ρi, j ,
the standard deviations σWO , σWN,i and σWN, j in (5) can be
worked out. From the above derivations, we can find that
xi , x j and xsep,i, j are three necessary parameters to obtain
the shadow fading decomposition results of any pair of base
stations. Without loss of generality, we can get the correlation
matrix for the case with K base stations serving a UE as

	 =

⎡

⎢⎢
⎢
⎣

σ1
2 σ1σ2ρ1,2 · · · σ1σK ρ1,K

σ1σ2ρ1,2 σ2
2 · · · σ2σK ρ2,K

...
...

. . .
...

σ1σK ρ1,K σ2σK ρ2,K · · · σK
2

⎤

⎥⎥
⎥
⎦

(9)

Then, the joint probability distribution function (PDF)
of ε1, ε2, . . . , εK can be expressed as [29]

fε1,ε2,...,εK (ε1, ε2, . . . , εK ) = 1

(2π)K/2det (
∑

)1/2 e− 1
2 Z T 	−1 Z

(10)

where (·)T denotes the transportation, det (·) denotes the
determinant and Z T = [ε1, ε2, . . . , εK ].

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION MODELS

Based on the above wireless channel models, performance
evaluations for different handover schemes, including the com-
munication outage probability, the U-plane channel capacity
and the handover success probability in the overlapping areas,
are analyzed in this section. Since the wireless networks under
railway scenarios usually have a linear topology, especially
for the most common viaduct scenarios [1], [30], as shown
in Fig. 7 macro cells and small cells are deployed on straight
lines with the vertical distances dmin,m and dmin,s to the rail,
respectively. In Fig. 7, Rm , Rs , am and as ,are the radiuses of
macro cells, the radiuses of small cells, the inter-macro-cell
overlapping area distance and the inter-small-cell overlapping
area distance, respectively. The abscissa axes coinciding with
the train driving direction are set to facilitate the computation
in terms of train travel distance d . The origins of these axes
correspond to the starting points of overlapping areas.

A. Performance Evaluation of the Conventional
LTE-Based Handover Scheme

As shown in Fig. 7(a), to conduct the performance eval-
uation of the conventional LTE-based handover scheme,
the whole overlapping area is divided into three components
for the ease of analysis. Before the handover execution phase,

Fig. 7. Handover scenarios of different handover schemes.

in the area A, the MR still connects with the S-eNB. For
simplicity, it is assumed that the handover takes place at the
center of the overlapping area, i.e., the area B, in which
the U-plane connection is totally interrupted. In the area C,
the whole handover procedure is completed and the MR
has built the connection with the T-eNB. Suppose the time
consumption of the handover is Th and the train’s moving
speed is v. Then, the distance of the area B is Th × v. The
area A and C have the same distance, which can be expressed
as a−Th×v

2 .
Area A: In the area A, the MR receives signals from the

S-eNB. Suppose the train starts from the origin and travels
through distance d , then the signal propagation distance can
be expressed

xS (d) =
√

(d + Rm − am)2 + d2
min,m (11)

As aforementioned, the communication outage probability
is defined as the complementary probability of the event that
both the C-plane and U-plane signal quality is higher than the
outage threshold, that is,

Pout,A (d) = 1 − P(SI R (xS (d)) > �)2

= = 1 − P
(
Pt,m − P Lm (xS (d)) − εS − IS > �

)2

= 1−
2
(

Pt,m − P Lm (xS (d)) − � − IS

σS

)
(12)

where � denotes the outage threshold. For simplicity, the out-
age thresholds of the C-plane and U-plane are set to the same

value and 
 (x) = 1√
2π

∫ x
−∞ e− t2

2 dt .
Since the service data are carried by the U-plane, for

study purpose in this paper we use Shannon capacity as the
capacity of the U-plane. Let the U-plane bandwidth of the
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conventional coupled network be Bcoupled , then the U-plane
channel capacity in the area A is given by

CA (d) = Bcoupled log2

(
1 + 10S I R(xS(d))/10

)
(13)

Area B: As discussed before, in the hard handover execution
phase, the U-plane is totally interrupted. Hence, the commu-
nication outage probability in the area B is 1, that is,

Pout,B (d) = 1 (14)

Correspondingly, the U-plane channel capacity is

CB (d) = 0 (15)

Area C: After completing the handover, the MR has built the
connection with the T-eNB. The signal propagation distance
between the MR and T-eNB is

xT (d) =
√

(Rm − d)2 + d2
min,m (16)

Then, the communication outage probability in the area C
can be expressed as

Pout,C (d) = 1 − P(SI R (xT (d)) > �)2

= 1−
2
(

Pt,m − P Lm (xT (d))−�− IT

σT

)
(17)

The U-plane channel capacity in the area C is given by

CC (d) = Bcoupled log2

(
1 + 10S I R(xT (d))/10

)
(18)

During the conventional LTE-based handover process,
almost all the air interface signaling is used for the C-plane
reestablishment. More precisely, the C-plane is the real one
on which the handover happens. Hence, from the perspec-
tive of the air interface signal quality, the handover success
probability of the conventional LTE-based handover scheme is
determined by the received C-plane signal quality. Generally,
the handover success probability can be computed as the
joint probability of two events that the handover is smoothly
triggered and after the handover the wireless signals from
the T-eNB can still be correctly received, which can be
calculated as

Psuccess (d) = PH O (d) · P (SI R (xT (d)) > �) (19)

where PH O (d) represents the handover triggering probability.
Under the handover triggering threshold h, PH O (d) can be
given by

PH O (d)

= P (Pr (xT (d)) − Pr (xS (d)) > h)

= P (P Lm (xS (d)) − P Lm (xT (d)) + εS − εT > h)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
P (P Lm (xS (d)) − P Lm (xT (d)) + ε0 − h > εT

|εS = ε0 ) × P (εS = ε0) dε0

=
∫ ∞

−∞



(
P Lm (xS (d)) − P Lm (xT (d)) + ε0 − h

σT

)

× e
− ε2

0
2σ2

S

σS
√

2π
dε0 (20)

In (17), P (SI R (xT (d)) > �) indicates the probability that
after the MR is handed over to the T-eNB, the wireless signals
can still be correctly received. Based on (12) and (17), it is
easy to get the expression of P (SI R (xT (d)) > �), which is
not repetitively given here.

B. Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Inter-Small-Cell
(U-Plane) Handover Scheme

The analysis scenario of the proposed CoMP and
Bi-casting based soft inter-small-cell handover scheme is
depicted in Fig. 7(b), in which N small cells are deployed
within a macro cell. Without loss of generality, suppose that
the MR are moving through the overlapping area between the
i th (i = 0, 1, 2, . . . N − 1) and i+1 th small cells. As shown
in Fig. 7(b), the MR simultaneously keeps connections with
three eNBs in the overlapping area. In addition to the macro
cell which provides the C-plane for the MR, the two small
cells concurrently offer the U-plane data for the MR, where
the source U-plane (S-U-plane) signal and the target U-plane
(T-U-plane) signal are provided by i th small cell and the
i+1 th small cell, respectively. According to Fig. 7(b), the val-
ues of the necessary parameters used in the aforementioned
cross-correlated shadow fading model can be calculated as

xsep,SU,TU = 2Rs − as

xsep,SU,C =
√

(dmin,m −dmin,s)2+[(2Rs −as)·( N −1

2
−i)]2

xsep,TU,C =
√

(dmin,m −dmin,s)2+[(2Rs −as)·( N −3

2
−i)]2

xC (d) =
√

[(2Rs −as)·( N −3

2
−i)+ Rs−d]2+d2

min,m

xSU (d) =
√

(d + Rs − as)
2 + d2

min,s

xT U (d) =
√

(Rs − d)2 + d2
min,s (21)

Taking (21) into the above cross-correlated shadow fading
model, we can get the correlation matrix for the scenario with
three eNBs simultaneously serving the MR. In the inter-small-
cell handover scheme, only when the C-plane signal quality
and at least one of the two U-plane signal quality are higher
than the outage threshold can the communication be kept
connected. Hence, the communication outage probability of
this scheme can be expressed as

Pout,U (d)

= P (SI RC (xC (d)) > �, SI RSU (xSU (d)) < �,

SI RT U (xT U (d)) < �) + P (SI RC (xC (d)) < �)

= P(Pt,m − P Lm (xC (d)) − IC − εC > �,

Pt,s − P Ls (xSU (d)) − ISU − εSU < �,

Pt,s − P Ls (xT U (d)) − IT U − εT U < �)

+ P(Pt,m − P Lm (xC (d)) − IC − εC < �)

=
∫ ζC

−∞

∫ ∞

ζSU

∫ ∞

ζT U

fεC ,εSU ,εT U (εC , εSU , εT U )dεCdεSU dεT U

+ Q

(
Pt,m − P Lm (xC (d)) − IC − �

σm

)
(22)
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where ζC = Pt,m − P Lm (xC (d)) − IC − �, ζSU = Pt,s −
P Ls (xSU (d)) − ISU − �, ζT U = Pt,s − P Ls (xT U (d)) −
IT U − �, and Q (x) = 1√

2π

∫ ∞
x e− t2

2 dt .
In the proposed inter-small-cell handover scheme, CoMP

and Bi-casting enable the MR to simultaneously receive two
U-plane signals from both the S-small-cell and T-small-cell.
Consequently,

SI Rtot (d) [W ] = 10
S I RSU (xSU (d))+ISU

10 + 10
S I RT U (xT U (d))+IT U

10

10
ISU
10 + 10

IT U
10

(23)

In C/U-plane decoupled heterogeneous railway wireless
systems, higher frequency bands with broader spectra are
exploited, that is, the supported bandwidth in this system
denoted as Bdecoupled , is much larger than that in conventional
coupled wireless systems. Thus, the U-plane channel capacity
in the overlapping area of the proposed inter-small-cell han-
dover scheme can be expressed as

CU (d) = Bdecoupled log2 (1 + SI Rtot (d)) (24)

Because of the same reason that two U-plane signals can
be received, the handover success probability in this scheme
can be improved, which can be derived as

Psuccess,U (d) = PH O,U (d) · (1 − P (SI RSU (xSU (d)) < �,

SI RT U (xT U (d)) < �)) (25)

Based on similar argument as before, it is easy to get

PH O,U (d)

=
∫ ∞

−∞



(
P Ls (xSU (d))− P Ls (xT U (d))+ε0−h

σWN,T U

)

× e
− ε2

0
2σ2

WN,SU

σWN,SU

√
2π

dε0 (26)

P (SI RSU (xSU (d)) < �, SI RT U (xT U (d)) < �)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
e
− t2

2σ2
WO

σWO

√
2π

Q

(
Pt,s − P Ls (xSU (d)) − ISU − t − �

σWN,SU

)

× Q

(
Pt,s − P Ls (xT U (d)) − IT U − t − �

σWN,T U

)
dt (27)

Taking (26) and (27) into (25), we can get the handover
success probability of the proposed inter-small-cell handover
scheme.

C. Performance Evaluation of the Proposed
Inter-Macro-Cell (C-Plane)
Handover Scheme

For simplicity, it is assumed that the C-plane handover
happens at the center of the overlapping area. Subsequently,
as shown in Fig. 7(c), the whole overlapping area is divided
into two components for analysis. In the area D, the C-plane
of the MR is provided by the S-macro-cell. While in the
area E, it is provided by the T-macro-cell. As discussed before,
thanks to the small cell which is elaborately deployed in the

inter-macro-cell overlapping area, the U-plane is always kept
connected without any handover during the whole inter-macro-
cell handover process.

Area D: In the area D, the S-macro-cell and small cell
serve the MR with the C-plane and U-plane connections,
respectively. The values of the three necessary parameters in
the cross-correlated shadow fading model can be calculated as

xsep,C,D =
√

(
2Rm − am

2
)2 + (dmin,m − dmin,s)2

xSC (d) =
√

(Rm − am + d)2 + d2
min,m

xU (d) =
√(am

2
− d

)2 + d2
min,s (28)

Taking (28) into the above cross-correlated shadow fading
model, we can get the standard deviations denoted as σWO,D ,
σWN,SC,D and σWN,U,D of the decomposition components WO,D ,
WN,SC,D and WN,U,D , respectively. Thus, the communication
outage probability in this area can be expressed as

Pout,C,D (d)

= 1 − P (SI RC (xSC (d)) > �, SI RU (xU (d)) > �)

= 1−
∫ ∞

−∞
e
− t2

2σ2
WO,D

σWO,D

√
2π




(
Pt,m − P Lm (xSC(d))− ISC −t−�

σWN,SC,D

)

× 


(
Pt,s − P Ls (xU (d)) − IU − t − �

σW N,U,D

)
dt (29)

Area E: In the area E, the C-plane of the MR has been
handed over to the T-macro-cell. We can get

xsep,C,E =
√

(
2Rm − am

2
)2 + (dmin,m − dmin,s)2

xT C (d) =
√

(Rm − d)2 + d2
min,m (30)

Since in the proposed inter-macro-cell handover scheme the
U-plane is always kept connected with the small cell without
any handover, the expression of the U-plane signal propagation
distance in (28) applies to the area E which is omitted in (30).
Similarly, taking (30) into the cross-correlated shadow fading
model, the standard deviations denoted as σWO,E , σWN,T C,E and
σWN,U,E of the decomposition components WO,E , WN,T C,E

and WN,U,E are obtained, respectively. The communication
outage probability in this area is

Pout,C,E (d)

= 1 − P (SI RC (xT C (d)) > �, SI RU (xU (d)) > �)

= 1−
∫ ∞

−∞
e
− t2

2σ2
WO,E

σWO,E

√
2π




(
Pt,m − P L (xT C (d))− IT C −t−�

σW N,T C,E

)

× 


(
Pt,s − P L (xU (d)) − IU − t − �

σW N,U,E

)
dt (31)

No matter whether in the area D or in the area E, the U-plane
of the MR is always kept connected with the same small cell
without any handover. Hence, the overlapping area U-plane
channel capacity can be expressed in a unified form as

CC,U (d) = Bdecoupled log 2
(

1 + 10S I RU (xU (d))/10
)

(32)
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Fig. 8. Communication outage probability comparisons.

In the proposed inter-macro-cell handover scheme, only the
C-plane handover happens. Therefore, the handover success
probability just depends on the received C-plane signal quality,
which can be expressed as

Psuccess,C (d) = PH O,C (d) · P (SI RC (xT C (d)) > �) (33)

Based on the derivations in (17) and (20), it is easy to get
the expressions of PH O,C (d) and P (SI RC (xT C (d)) > �),
which are not repeated here. Obviously, in terms of the signal
quality, the proposed inter-macro-cell handover scheme and
the conventional LTE-based handover scheme achieve the
same handover success probability.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we will present some numerical results
to evaluate our proposed schemes. Detailed simulation
parameters are listed in TABLE II [31], [32]. To facili-
tate performance comparisons, the inter-small-cell and inter-
macro-cell overlapping area distances are assumed to have the
same value. In Fig. 8, the communication outage probabilities
in the overlapping areas of different handover schemes are
shown. As aforementioned, communication outage probability
is related with the C-plane signal quality. For the proposed
inter-small-cell handover scheme, the location of the inter-
small-cell overlapping area within the associated macro-cell
directly determines the C-plane signal quality. Consequently,
for clarity, three typical results of the proposed inter-small-cell
handover scheme, i.e., the performance of handovers taking
place at the middle and two edge inter-small-cell overlapping
areas within a macro cell, are illustrated in Fig. 8. Overall
the proposed inter-small-cell and inter-macro-cell handover
schemes outperform the conventional LTE-based handover
scheme. In the conventional LTE-based handover scheme,
the U-plane is interrupted in the execution phase corresponding
to the center of the overlapping area. While in the proposed
schemes, the U-plane is always connected without interrup-
tions. In the CoMP and Bi-casting based inter-small-cell han-
dover scheme, the MR can simultaneously receive two U-plane
signals, enhancing the U-plane signal quality. Moreover, since
the inter-small-cell overlapping area corresponds to the interior
area of the macro cell, the received C-plane signal is also of

TABLE II

SIMULATION PARAMETERS [31], [32]

high quality. Consequently, this scheme achieves the lowest
communication outage probability. For the leftmost inter-
small-cell overlapping area in the macro cell, as the train
moves towards the target small cell, it also gets close to the
macro cell. Therefore, as depicted by the curve “‘Proposed
inter-small cell (U-plane) handover scheme-leftmost” in Fig. 8,
the performance ascends as the train runs towards the target
small cell. It is opposite for the rightmost inter-small-cell
overlapping area that the performance degrades with the train
getting close to the target small cell and contrarily being
away from the macro cell, which has been described by the
curve “Proposed inter-small cell (U-plane) handover scheme-
rightmost” in Fig. 8. Based on the parameter setting in Table II,
there are six small cells and consequently five inter-small-
cell overlapping areas in a macro cell. Precisely, the location
of the macro cell base station corresponds to the center
of the middle inter-small-cell overlapping area. Therefore,
the outage probability in this overlapping area is bilateral
symmetry. Besides, the middle one is also the closest to
the macro cell. As a consequence, it outperforms the others.
In the proposed inter-macro-cell handover scheme, thanks to
the small cell elaborately deployed in the inter-macro-cell
overlapping area, the consequent enhanced U-plane signal
quality greatly reduces the communication outage probability.

Since in the 5G C/U-plane decoupled heterogeneous railway
wireless system broader spectra are available, compared with
conventional bandwidth limited coupled wireless systems this
network can undoubtedly gain higher U-plane channel capacity
as shown in Fig. 9(a). To be fair, the U-plane spectrum
efficiency comparisons between different handover schemes
are also conducted in Fig. 9(b).In the conventional LTE-based
handover scheme, the transient U-plane interruption causes
a zero U-plane data carrying capability in the overlapping
area, while in the proposed inter-macro-cell handover scheme,
a small cell is elaborately deployed in the overlapping area
to enhance the received U-plane signal quality. The closer
to the center of the overlapping area the train is, the higher
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Fig. 9. U-plane spectrum efficiency and channel capacity comparisons.

Fig. 10. Handover success probability comparisons.

the received U-plane signal quality gets. Hence, as shown
in Fig. 9, the proposed inter-macro-cell handover scheme
achieves higher U-plane spectrum efficiency and U-plane
channel capacity. In the proposed inter-small-cell handover
scheme, owing to the CoMP and Bi-casting technologies that
enable the MR to simultaneously receive two U-plane signals,
the U-plane spectrum efficiency and U-plane channel capacity
are greatly improved by the enhanced U-plane signal quality.

The handover success probability comparisons between
different handover schemes are depicted in Fig. 10. Based on
the above analysis, we can observe that the proposed inter-
macro-cell handover scheme and the conventional LTE-based
handover scheme reach the same handover success probability,
which is also shown in Fig. 10. Thanks to the enhanced
U-plane signal quality in the proposed inter-small-cell han-
dover scheme, the handover success probability is greatly
improved.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Due to the limited frequency bandwidth, current narrowband
railway wireless communication systems are facing significant
challenges in meeting the tremendously growing capacity
demands in railway. To leverage both lower and higher fre-
quency bands to increase the system capacity, we proposed
a 5G C/U-plane decoupled heterogeneous railway wireless
network architecture in our previous study. In this paper, based
on this network architecture, we develop a novel mechanism to
physically separate and stagger the C-plane and U-plane han-
dovers. In this novel handover scheme, we elaborately deploy
a small cell in the overlapping area of macro cells, so that the
U-plane can be always kept connected without any handover

during the inter-macro-cell (C-plane) handover to achieve the
soft and fast handover. Besides, the inter-small-cell overlap-
ping areas correspond to the interior areas of macro cells.
Consequently, during the inter-small-cell (U-plane) handover
process, the C-plane is kept connected all the time. Without
the need to hand over the C-plane, the otherwise intensive
C-plane handover signaling is saved, thereby accelerating the
handover process. Moreover, in the inter-small-cell handover
scheme, the CoMP and Bi-casting technologies are applied
to enable the non-interruptible soft handover. Theoretical and
numerical results have revealed that the proposed handover
schemes can ensure lower communication outage probabil-
ity and higher U-plane channel capacity than the conven-
tional LTE-based handover scheme. In terms of the handover
success probability, the proposed inter-macro-cell handover
scheme and the conventional LTE-based handover scheme gain
the same performance, while with enhanced U-plane signal
quality, the handover success probability in the CoMP and
Bi-casting based inter-small-cell handover scheme can be
greatly improved.

The C/U-plane decoupled network architecture enjoys great
capacity and flexibility advantages by dividing the C-plane
and U-plane into different frequency bands and physical nodes.
Nevertheless, many efforts are still needed to turn this network
architecture into reality. For instance, how to synchronize the
separated C-plane signaling with U-plane data is an urgent
challenge. Besides, the reduction of backhaul overhead in such
networks is also a valuable research direction. In our future
study, we will take into account the implement problems of
this network architecture.
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